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Holland designers Mr. and Mrs. Hemel introduced folding lines to reform 
traditional straight building, thereby presenting the world renowned Canton 
Tower in Guangzhou. Inspired by the beauty and possibilities brought by folding 
lines, you can see application of folding lines in all Jane sofa series including 
screens and armrests. S322, S633, S622 series in Jane collection help create 
flexible and stylish office spaces.
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S322 Sofa Series

S322 sofa is designed with optional screens with an inward folding line design 

like a skirt edge. It can offer both privacy and access to the outside. 1400mm-

high screen has warm cloth fabric and snap joint connection. The sofa unit can be 

connected freely like tetris blocks. The relaxed environment enables individuals to 

display their talents freely and feel a sense of achievement.

S322 Sofa Series, 
Sofa with Waistline 
Screen
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In the warm sunlight of spring, team members sit on the sofa with waistline 
screen providing privacy and discuss the "Fashion Show" topic. With this sofa 
combination formed by modular sofa units, they can stand or sit face to face 
or back to back, with one of them sitting cross the corner to record every 
creative idea. Moment like this is a highlight in collaborative working.
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S322 sofa series includes corner unit, fanshaped unit, 
and square and round footrests. You can flexibly combine 
these units to maximize space utilization. German OKE 
hardware accessories are adopted to ensure long life and 
artistic appearance of sofa. Quality is seen in every detail.

Small Size with 
Great Wisdom

Necessary in 90° turning corners of each sofa combination.

Right-angle cutting technique is adopted, and the seat depth is 
widened. Combination is flexible to fit in all spaces.

Corner Single-seated Sofa Unit

Right-angle Single-seated Sofa Unit
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Administrative and financial staff may gather here to prioritize 
processes to proceed the meeting.

Perfect for creative and planning staff to have brainstorming 
activities. Conversation here is free and creative.

O-Shaped Combination for ConcentrationS-shaped Free Combination

The fanshaped sofa combination is gentle and warm. The 
molded cotton provides comfort and enhances a stereo 
visual sense, endowing the space with energy. Bright 
color matches are highlights to lighten your mood, further 
combined with fabric and leather upholstery, endowing 
each space with unique personality.

Ideal Garden for Hearty Communication
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In a sunny summer afternoon, you may sit on the sofa to enjoy warm sunshine or invite friends to an afternoon tea. What a beautiful day!
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S633 Sofa Series

Enjoy a leisure talking with coffee, flowers, and an attractive topic, what else? A comfortable sofa. S633 sofa 
has an outward armrest design that looks like a <> symbol. The material of the inner frame adopts northeast 
larch and Chinese mortise and is crafted by using in a tenon structure, stable and firm. The soft cushion 
ensures comfortable sitting experience. Jumping color matches are perfect for showing off different space 
characteristics.

S633           
         -shaped Sofa, 
A Warm Hug
<>
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The outward line design of armrests is like a broad arm that 
embraces you. Soft cloth fabric matches with shiny metal feet to 
present minimalism. The stitch lines are neatly embedded, and 
decorative edge strips are used as a visual highlight.

Fashion and Luxury
within Conciseness
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TM-VI1B·TP-PV15HTM-VI29B·TP-PV11HS-B562·S-B567 S-B563·S-B566

The softness of cloth fabric matches with the fine touch of leather to give you both 
experience. The double stitches in the splicing line are seamlessly spliced to give a 
smooth touch, presenting the integration of classic and modernity.

Stylish Match of Fabric and Leather
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In an autumn afternoon, the street covered with maple leaves is 
peaceful and quiet. This is the best time for inviting friends to have 
a sofa forum for project promotion.
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S622 Sofa Series

S622 sofa series accompanies you to each success. The armrest and the base form a 142° 
angle which provides more space for sitting. The folding line further echoes with the 
upright outer shape of the sofa. The armrest expands upwardly like arms embracing the 
sky, endowing the space with open and welcoming temperament.

S622 Atmospheric 
Infolding-shaped 
Business Sofa
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Concise lines outline a calm and dignified temperament, 
which shows the identity of leaders.

Three types of leather material, 
smooth, warm, and air-permeable;
Three types of fabric material, 
clear and fine texture for infinite comfort.

Leather and Fabric, Free Choices

Concise lines
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Brilliant as 
diamond.

Folding lines expanded from straight structure is full of vitality 
and motion. The stereo space is created with each side brilliant 
as diamond.

The cutting ratio is highly precise to eliminate errors to present a 
majestic temperament. Six wear-resistant stitching threads with 
high strength are sewed 6 stitches with 7 holes per inch with a 
3mm-wide edge stitching, ensuring craftsmanship in every detail.

Upright Section with Exquisite Stitch Lines
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Warm welcome to the guests is the first step of success.
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W785*D220*H595(mm) W400*D400*H50(mm)
S322.W.MR

W500*D500*H460(mm) W700*D780*H460(mm)
S322.Y.MR/YR S322.F.MR

W700*D780*H760*460(mm) W1400*D780*H760*460(mm) W2000*D780*H760*460(mm)
S322.1.MR S322.2.MR S322.3.MR 

S322.YR/MR

W1050*D820*H760*460(mm) W1050*D820*H760*460(mm) W780*D780*H760*460(mm)
S322.WS.MR S322.NS.MR S322.Z.MR

W910*D820*H1410(mm) W700*D20*H1410(mm) W910*D820*H1410(mm)
S322.PL.MR S322.PM.MR S322.PR.MR

S322

W780*D770*H730*450(mm) W1350*D770*H730*450(mm) W1920*D770*H730*450(mm)
S633.1.MR/CN/XP/WP/EPU S633.2.MR/CN/XP/WP/EPU S633.3.MR/CN/XP/WP/EPU

S633

W1010*D880*H830*440(mm) W1570*D880*H830*440(mm) W2160*D880*H830*440(mm)
S622.1.MR/CN/XP/WP/EPU S622.2.MR/CN/XP/WP/EPU S622.3.MR/CN/XP/WP/EPU

S622
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S-B573

S-B560 S-B562 S-B563 S-B564 S-B565 S-B566 S-B567 S-B571

P-TM01

S-SD13

SM-ML21B

P-TM02

S-SD35

SM-ML40B

P-TM06

S-SD21

SM-ML50B

P-TM07

S-SD24

SM-ML60B

P-TM09

S-SD32

SM-ML81B

P-TM10

S-SD38

SM-ML82B

P-TM12

S-SD57

P-TM13

S-SD82

P-TM14

S-SD83

S-SD 麻绒全系列    S-SD cloth fabric series

SM-ML 羊毛亚麻全系列    SM-ML linsey fabric series

P-TM 细麻绒全系列    P-TM cloth fabric series

S-B 麻绒全系列    S-B cloth fabric series

S322

屏风专用布    Screen-exclusive fabric series

S-B560 S-B562 S-B563 S-B564 S-B565 S-B566 S-B567 S-B571

P-TM01 P-TM02 P-TM06 P-TM07 P-TM09 P-TM10 P-TM12 P-TM13 P-TM14

ZP201

TP-PV10

TP-EPU10

ZP9817

TP-PV12

TP-EPU12

ZP553

TP-PV14

TP-EPU21

ZP9815

TP-PV29

ZP2440

TP-PV50

ZP9922

TP-PV52

细荔枝纹薄皮全系列    Fine litchi sheet leather series

水性皮全系列    Water-based leather series

TP-EPU 系列    TP-EPU series

S-B 麻绒全系列    S-B cloth fabric series

P-TM 细麻绒全系列    P-TM cloth fabric series

XP01

西皮    Imitation leather series

S622
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Linen-leather matches

TM-VI1B·
TP-PV15H

TM-VI21B·
TP-PV22H

TM-VI64B·
TP-PV21H

TM-VI29B·
TP-PV11H

Linen double-color matches

P-TM14·
P-TM01

P-TM14·
P-TM02

P-TM14·
P-TM07

P-TM07·
P-TM06

Linen double-color matches

S-B562·
S-B567

S-B563·
S-B566

S-B571·
S-B565

Recommended matches

TM-VI1B TM-VI10B TM-VI21B TM-VI27B TM-VI29B TM-VI30B

TM-VI42B TM-VI50B TM-VI64B TM-VI81B TM-VI82B TM-VI90B

TM-VI cloth fabric series

TP-PV11H TP-PV15H TP-PV21H TP-PV22H

TP-PV series

S633

S-B560 S-B562 S-B563 S-B564 S-B565 S-B566 S-B567 S-B571

S-B cloth fabric series

P-TM01 P-TM02 P-TM06 P-TM07 P-TM09 P-TM10 P-TM12 P-TM13 P-TM14

P-TM cloth fabric series

ZP201 ZP9817 ZP553 ZP9815 ZP2440 ZP9922

Fine litchi sheet leather series

TP-PV10 TP-PV12 TP-PV14 TP-PV29 TP-PV50 TP-PV52

Water-based leather series

TP-EPU10 TP-EPU12 TP-EPU21

TP-EPU series

XP01

Imitation leather series

S-SD13 S-SD35 S-SD21 S-SD24 S-SD32 S-SD38 S-SD57 S-SD82 S-SD83

S-SD cloth fabric series

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


